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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2013175151A1] The present invention relates to a rolling platform in particular for carrying out works, such as painting or plastering
works in a building for example, said platform being noteworthy in that it consists of at least one plate (2) on which at least one person is able to
stand, wheels known as main wheels (4), at least one motorized steered wheel (5) extending under said plate (2), a steering column (6) cooperating
with said motorized steered wheel (5), and means that are able to move the main wheels (4) or the motorized steered wheel (5) from a position
known as a retracted position, in which the main wheels (4) or the steered wheel (5) are located above the ground, into a position known as an
active position, in which the main wheels (4) or the steered wheel (5) rest against the ground, and vice versa, enabling said rolling platform to move
in an autonomous and easy manner in at least two different directions of travel.
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